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myDaylivery
LAST-MILE LOGISTICS

myDaylivery is the specialist for individual logistics solutions

in the field of eCommerce with stationary DNA. Whether

platform or online marketplace, we offer you the solution
that makes your customers happy. The creation of

sustainable mobility is one of the major tasks for the future.

The last mile, which describes the last delivery step to the

customer's door, is only part of it. City logistics is not only

about environmentally friendly concepts but also more

efficient delivery strategies. MyDaylivery wants to make
stationary trade more competitive than pure online trade and

offer an on-demand ship-from store solution for our partners

to create a more substantial added value for their customers.

myDayliverys transport and courier network consists of over

1.000 vehicles throughout Germany, also available at short

notice. This makes them one of the leading providers for
direct and express transport.

Based on your wishes, myDaylivery offers you customized

service. They cover packing, picking, package inserts, and

other shipping options efficiently, cost-effectively, and

professionally.

www.mydaylivery.com
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THE PROBLEM

1. CAPACITY BASED CUSTOMER ACQUISITION

myDaylivery has several clients that need delivery drivers for the late afternoon. Most of

these delivery drivers still had large capacities in the noon time. They are searching for more

clients that need their products delivered during these hours.

2. NO OUTBOUND MARKETING ACTIVITIES

In the past, myDaylivery has acquired new clients through events, inbound marketing and

PR. They are missing a digital outbound marketing channel, that delivers results.
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Positioning Analysis
To prepare our lead generation efforts, 

we narrowed down the list of services 

myDaylivery provides to just three key 

offers. Together we defined the ideal 

client persona and created a list with the 

specific key values myDaylivery can 

provide for them.

Lead Research 
& Outreach
We built and enriched a 
database with the latest contact 
information on prospects that 
meet the ideal client criteria of 
myDaylivery. After crafting 
outreach messages with A and 
B versions we launched multiple 
outreach campaigns. 

Ongoing 
Optimization
All campaigns were tracked to 

optimize KPIs and bottlenecks. 

We scheduled meetings with all 

interested leads right into the 

calendar of myDaylivery. All other 

leads were automatically sent to 

the CRM of the client.

OUR SOLUTION
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ТЕКСТ
ТЕКСТ

> 1.000 
EMPLOYEES

DECISION-
MAKERS

LINKEDIN
RETAIL

B2BLANGUAGE: 
GERMAN

B2C
GERMANY

IDEAL CLIENT PERSONA
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2.457
CONTACTED PEOPLE

46%
ACCEPTANCE RATE

9%
RESPONSE RATE

CAMPAIGN NUMBERS
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4 CLIENTS CLOSED*
15 meetings resulted in 4 new

clients in six months.

15 MEETINGS
We achieved 15 sales-qualified 

meetings with ideal clients for 

myDaylivery.

929% ROI
myDaylivery generated more than 9 

EUR in revenue for every 1 EUR they 

invested with StartOne.
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*We are confident that more clients will result from 

our lead generation efforts.



Personal communication paired with an incredible

ROI. Looking forward to continuing our successful

business relationship.

MICHAEL WILMES
Founder and CEO of myDaylivery GmbH
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MEDICAL SUPPLY
CASE STUDY
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German Medical Exports
COVID-19 RAPID TESTS MADE IN GERMANY

GME – German Medical Exports' mission is to enhance and
improve the quality of human lives. They provide innovative
products to medical specialists for the treatment and well-
being of their patients.

The vision of GME is to deliver high-quality, cost-efficient,
and innovative pharmaceutical and medical products. GME is
focusing on the best and latest technologies while securing
competitive prices and outstanding services.

Globalization is characterized by rapid change and
uncertainty. The art is to discover the possibilities and adapt
quickly and take advantage of the given circumstances. With
numerous new technologies and concepts emerging, GME

supports you in keeping track of the most promising options.
GME functions as a mediator between European medical
companies and customers worldwide. GME offers reliable
service paired with the essential know-how. Further, they
assure the highest quality and fast delivery.

www.german-medical-exports.com
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THE PROBLEM

1. OUTDATED WEBSITE

The website of GME was not responsive, did not have an SSL certificate, the

content was not updated on a regular basis and no focus on products currently in

high-demand.

2. LOW ORDER NUMBERS

Even though GME had products which are extremely high in demand, the order

numbers were still relatively low. They did not have a LinkedIn presence and were

not actively reaching out to potential clients via email.
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MODERN WEBSITE
We overhauled the entire website and focused on 

just two products (COVID-19 Rapid Tests) that are 

currently in very high-demand.

LEAD FUNNEL AND OUTREACH
We created two digital marketing funnels (LinkedIn 

and email) and filled the pipeline with leads that 

matched GMEs’ ideal client profile.

DIGITAL SALES SYSTEM
By messaging the right decision-makers at the right 

time with highly relevant content, we were able to 

lead several new clients to the pricing request form 

on the new website.

COVID-19

OUR SOLUTION
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ТЕКСТ
ТЕКСТ

> 10 
EMPLOYEES

MEDICAL 
INDUSTRY

SAUDI 
ARABIA

ENGLISH

EMAIL

IRAQ 
QATAR

DECISION-
MAKERS

LINKEDIN

IDEAL CLIENT PERSONA
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3.933
CONTACTED PEOPLE

1.150
EMAILS SENT

2.783
INVITES SENT VIA LINKEDIN

5 Days
ONBOARDING PROCESS

96%
EMAIL DELIVERABILITY

36%
LINKEDIN ACCEPTANCE

72%
EMAIL OPEN-RATE

6%
POSITIVE RESPONSE 
RATE

145
ORDER REQUESTS

CAMPAIGN NUMBERS
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48 ORDERS*
A total of 48 orders resulted from 145 

pricing requests within four months.

145 REQUESTS
145 decision-makers of the medical 

industry in Iraq, Saudi Arabia and 

Qatar filled our form to request pricing 

information for a specific amount of 

tests.

1.455% ROI
GME generated more than 14 EUR in 

revenue for every 1 EUR they invested 

with us.
*GME expects most clients to order again and with 

a significantly higher order number.
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StartOne crafted a modern website and set up a

sustainable lead generation system with which we

are achieving astonishing results.

TIMO KOSAK
Founder of GME German Medical Exports
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